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1 of 1 review helpful This is a good book with a lot of interesting By Anson This is a good book with a lot of 
interesting information related to human behavior as a result of our polygamous history However the author s 
extensive use of shiver quotes will drive you insane once you notice it At times I wish the author would just say what 
he means to say rather than use these silly quotation ma In this changing world of what is socially and politically 
correct polygamy is perhaps the last great taboo Over the last thousand years monogamy at least in name has been the 
default setting for coupledom and procreation in the Western world And yet throughout history there have been 
inklings that one man one woman is an uncomfortable institution for human beings The consistently high rate of 
marital cheating by both sexes plus the persistent interest Hooray At last A book of serious science accessible to non 
scientists that tells the truth about our own sexuality Religious conservatives hate the fact that we evolved Social 
conservatives hate the fact that we aren t naturally monogamous But as 
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